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he forms a contract with Sieg. In the Charlemagne Legend, he is the son of an English king, and
one of Charlemagne 's twelve faithful Paladins. Among the Twelve Paladins of Charlemagne,
Astolfo is said to be the most handsome, eternally optimistic, and completely lacking in sense.
As the legends go, Astolfo was quite the ladies' man. Astolfo has created many legends as he
was an adventurer who flew to all over the world and even reached the Moon in the end.
Through his journeys, he had won numerous Mystic Codes such as his flute, his grimoire, and
his shining golden lance. Astolfo brought rise to various legends on the back of mounts like a
griffin and the famous Rabicano, but particularly famous among them is something
inconceivable for this worldâ€”the Hippogriff. Although many are the glorious tales of Astolfo, it
is said that he has made just as many mistakes. He was continually defeated in riding
tournaments, fell victim to many thaumaturgical traps and even lostâ€”in a matter of
hoursâ€”the reason that he had picked up at the moon. However, Astolfo never faltered; he did
not seem to consider failure or defeat as blunders in the first place. Astolfo is an
androgynous-looking boy who is fancily dressed. Beautiful beyond all compare, he states that
his hair ornaments, which seem like something a princess would wear, are an "irresistible proof
of friendship" that he uses to restore peace to his depressively mad boon ally, Roland. He
purposefully dresses "as a girl" because he likes cute things. For no man can show as much a
lack of restraint as I, Astolfo! Astolfo is known in his legend for being eternally optimistic and
completely lacking in sense, and he can be called "curiosity in human form. He greatly enjoys
physical form rather than the usual practice of being kept in spirit form except for battle, and
obtaining permission to do so is enough to cause him to dance for joy. He is a frightfully
unparalleled blabbermouth, prone to speaking on and on until those involved lose all rationality.
His conversations, through no ill intent on his part, have a way of meandering toward maximum
social awkwardness. His hobby of adventuring gets himself mixed up in an assorted amount of
mischief due to him constantly popping up everywhere. The type who is frankly straight with the
person he came to like, regardless of said person being of the opposite or the same sex. Astolfo
leaves all hard decisions as a matter for his heart to decide on the spot, following the course he
deems most fit. He does as he pleases without regret, and such obviousness of course would
be hard to fathom from anyone other than him. He decides to save Sieg entirely on such a
pretense, and not knowing how far he will be able to help, simply states "I'll keep helping him
until I stop. Rider is summoned by Celenike Icecolle Yggdmillennia with a glass bottle
containing stains left by some kind of liquid as a catalyst in a multiple Servant summoning.
When first summoned, he is the only one to show a wide, smiling face at the Masters. He is
quick to introduce himself to the other Servants, forgetting all tact in instantly revealing his
name without permission and subsequently being rebuked for using Archer 's true name rather
than his class name. After the gathered Masters and Servants begin to leave, he is extremely
pleased when his Master offers to give him a tour of the castle. She reveals that she will not
force him to go into spirit form to conserve energy and even prepare him a room. Upon leaving
for the town despite his Master's strict control, he uses a plain outfit designed for the
homunculi to keep from drawing attention. Soon after Kairi Sisigou and Saber of Red fight
several of Caster of Black 's golems, a homunculus escapes from the magical energy storage
tanks before he can be used as research material. As the homunculus desperately tries to
escape, Rider comes upon him, concerned about his state and determined to help him in some
manner. As the homunculus inaudibly murmurs for help and faints from exhaustion, Rider
begins by wrapping the homunculus in his cloak and carrying him to safety. Rider avoids his
own room due to his Master calling on him constantly, and he runs into two homunculi
searching for the escapee on Caster's orders. Rider denies having seen him, and he
contemplates on who he could confide in about the situation. Discounting Saber, Lancer, and

Berserker, he decides upon Archer. As Archer picks up on the circumstances instantly, he uses
his medical knowledge to examine the homunculus. Archer informs Rider that the homunculus
cannot live a normal life, giving him three years to live at most in his state. Rider becomes
depressed at the news, and Archer inquires as to why he saved the homunculus. He is able to
answer instantly that it was simply because it was what he wished to do, and he leaves the
question as to what do about Caster pursing the homunculus up in the air. Archer loans him the
room for the time being, and before leaving, asks Rider if he will see the task of caring for the
homunculus until the end. Noting how weak and helpless the homunculus appears, he cannot
believe he would be able to escape on his own or survive even if he did escape. Although Rider
will disappear far before three years, he plans on protecting and helping the homunculus until
he feels it is acceptable. He nudges the already awake homunculus up, and attempts to start a
conversation that is only met by a timid silence. In an attempt to calm him, he gently hugs the
homunculus to his chest while telling him that he is there to help him obtain his wish. As the
homunculus comes to ask for Rider to save him, Rider answers instantly, responding to the
doubting look of the homunculus with a carefree smile. Rider promises to save him no matter
the obstacle as a Heroic Spirit, telling him to leave all planning to he who lacks restrain more
than anyone else. Later, he goes to join the fight against Santa Alter with Marie and Chevalier
d'Eon , but the fight is already over by the time he lands. He is later asked by Santa Alter about
d'Eon cross-dressing, which he answers that people should wear the clothes. Astolfo then
responds to d'Eon's insult that he's a pervert along Roland by saying that Roland is into
sadomasochism while he is more into scandals. After Marie and d'Eon retrieve their presents,
he becomes excited at getting one, but Santa Alter flies off refusing to give him one since he
didn't help out at Orleans. Then while he attempts to excuse his absence, he is hit by a
Halloween pumpkin that Santa Alter threw at him. He then wonders if she is calling him cute by
giving him a pumpkin, but when Marie teases him that it means that he won't reappear until next
year's Halloween. In Astolfo's Interlude, he forces Ritsuka to accompany him to the Orleans
Singularity under the assumption that Roland would eventually be summoned if they just
wander around looking for him. While spending some time being lost and carefree about it,
Astolfo tells Ritsuka and Mash who is serving as navigator a little more about his cousin after
denying that they are romantically involved, specifically about how Roland came to enjoy
stripping and running around naked. Eventually, they come across a castle, where Astolfo
questions one of the soldiers about whether they had seen a "naked handsome man". Evidently
traumatised by Roland's naked rampage, the castle's soldiers attack under the belief that they
are Roland's friends. After subduing them, Astolfo and Ritsuka move on to a town where the
process repeats itself, with the town's citizens being so appalled that they appear zombie-like.
They track Roland to the wastelands, and Astolfo manages to successfully locate him with his
detailed if illogical reasoning. Thankfully, Roland appears to them clothed, and seems
reasonable enough until he is introduced to Mash. When she rejects his advances, Roland
descends into a rampage yet again and loses his form, revealing that he is actually a figment of
Roland's emotions that were left in France rather than the real deal. The figment laments that it
wanted to "bare it all" upon defeat, causing Astolfo to burst into laughter and proudly
acknowledge that he would like to fight again with Roland and their king, Charlemagne. He
debuted in the 30th December Astolfo's main weapons are a sword and chain mail. He has a
slender sword hanging along his waist, though it is not a Noble Phantasm, its sharpness was
incomparable with commonplace weapons held by other rank-and-file soldiers. However, he
doesn't use his sword much so he gave the sword to Sieg. To Sieg, the steel blade felt heavy in
his hands. Astolfo was designed by Meteo Hoshizora together with Ototsugu Konoe for the
original canceled online game project. Konoe said he became a wonderful character who
follows his own path in a refreshing way while ignoring the established framework. He is
beautiful beyond all compare, but he is also a frightfully unparalleled blabbermouth, prone to
speaking on and on until those involved lose all rationality. He states that his hair ornaments,
which seem like something a princess would wear, are an "irresistible proof of friendship" that
he uses to restore peace to his depressively mad boon ally, Orlando. A horn that strikes fear
into the hearts of all who hear its sound, prompting instinctive escape. Does not affect Heroic
Spirits with magical resistance, but normal mages are not immune to its influence. Normally a
small horn that hangs from the Servant's belt, it increases in size when activated, becoming
large enough to enclose the Servant. Given to the Servant by the good witch Logestila of Avalon
as a means to remove a large flock of harpies. As a matter of fact, Astolfo cannot be injured by
modern day magi. Because of the Book Noble Phantasm, Rank was greatly elevated. It is
usually D rank. Can ride beasts that are Phantasmal Beasts and Divine Beasts. However,
Dragon Kind is not applicable. It is impossible to keep any secrets. Carelessly chatters about
own team's weaknesses and True Names, forgetful of important things, etc. A kind of extreme

curse. This skill also serves as "Instinct. However, in the situation that this skill is activated,
every 1 turn that passes damage is taken. In the case of B rank, can last two days in the current
world without a master. Existences present inside the range are slammed by the force of the
explosion of sound. In the situation that the target's HP is less than the damage, it becomes
dust scattered in the cardinal directions. Granted to Astolfo by the good witch Logestila it was
used by Astolfo to drive away a large flock of Harpies. Most of the time it can be hung at the hip.
When using it is big enough to encircle Astolfo. A book with the records of the means to shatter
any magecraft. The one who owns it can automatically chance A rank magecraft and below.
Besides Reality Marbles, as far as things extremely close to High-Thaumaturgy are concerned,
one must release the book's true name and read the book and it becomes possible to break.
Has a golden tip. Killing ability is low although wound is attached to the leg of the spiritual
body. To come back from falling, a LUC check is necessary. In the case of a failure the bad
status "falling" continues to linger. However because LUC re-adjusts itself upwards, it's not
hard to succeed. A Phantasmal Beast that's essentially an "impossible" existence. Inferior in
rank to a Griffon from the Age of Gods. It's demolishing attack due to it's run is equal to an A
rank physical attack. Essential regarded as "improbable," because it is born from a Griffon and
a Horse, it's existence is incredibly vague. For only a moment, it is able to place itself in an
interdimensional rift. Therefore, it is able to phase through every single attack. One of the
Twelve Peers of Charlemagne and a prince of England. In addition, a piece of junk Heroic Spirit
whose reason has evaporated. By demand of the concerned person, the gender is being kept a
secret. As a cousin of Roland, Astolfo is included among those twelve-- that being said, Astolfo
was famed as "weak" in legends. Level 3 Bond Unprecedented, of immature skill, thoughtless,
et cetera. In any case, Astolfo remained unaffected by such hearsay and, as a knight, guided all
sorts of difficulties to their resolutions. Incidentally, Astolfo's attire is something meant to
appease Roland, who once ran wild due to a broken heart. Level 4 Bond Astolfo has lost his
reason and, instead of profit and loss, is making "whatever it feels good for myself" as his
evaluation criteria. That has not changed even after being summoned as a Servant. Although
risky, since the concerned person is solely virtuous, he won't become evil. Level 5 Bond Also,
despite Astolfo himself being certainly weak, the many Noble Phantasm he received or
borrowed in middle of his adventures are extremely powerful, so he can be fully counted as a
war asset. That being said, Astolfo is extremely difficult to be controlled as a Servant. He is the
son of King Otto of England, and was destined to become king in the future. He is one of the
two major problem children in the light novels. The easy-going Astolfo, whether due to
possessing good luck or being loved for his attitude, ended up obtaining various Noble
Phantasms. Astolfo fully used these Noble Phantasms and went on various adventures. How
cruel. He is truly second-rate as a Servant. He lacks the ability to be first-rate, and even if his
abundant Noble Phantasms give him a bit of an advantage, he would be overwhelmingly beaten
by someone power like a Saber-class Servant due to the difference in pure strength. For
instance, if even a homunculus asked him for help, he would comply with all his power and do it
even while knowing full well that it would be disadvantageous to his camp. It makes him
basically invincible and troublesome against an ordinary magus Master. In the light novels, his
bottomless soft-heartedness, his optimism and, most of all, his dynamic attitude greatly affect
the story. If Sieg is the shaft of the car wheel and Ruler is the car wheel, Astolfo is like the
lubricating oil. His feelings towards Sieg are passionate and frank. If Sieg wished for it, he
would have probably happily become his partner. His principle was to think and actually find his
wish after he reaches the point where his wish comes true. The reason that Astolfo can be
summoned in a Holy Grail War despite this nature of his is because of his sense of duty to help
if someone is so troubled that they call for him, similar to Karna. For some reason, it seems
another class he is compatible with is the Saber class. After the end of the light novels, Astolfo
went on a wandering journey. Humanity is immature as a species, and Astolfo himself is also
immature as a Servant. Even so, to make their lives as they live desperately meaningless was,
as he thought, mistaken. Astolfo will continue to optimistically help those who want help
without asking for any real compensation and live on until the day when he feels like he wants
to live. His way of life, no matter how weak he is, truly is appropriate for a hero. This wiki. This
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rapunzel". The franchise began in with the Kamen Rider television series which followed college
student Takeshi Hongo and his quest to defeat the world-conquering Shocker organization.
Over the years, the popularity of the franchise has grown and the original series has spawned
many television and theatrical sequels. The cultural impact of the series in Japan resulted in
Akimasa Nakamura naming two minor planets in honor of the series: Fujioka , after actor
Hiroshi Fujioka , known for his portrayal of Kamen Rider, and Kamenrider , after the series,
itself. Although each entry in the series is different, each one shares similar traits with one and
another. All generally involve at least one young adult male transforming into a Kamen Rider to
fight various monsters and organizations linked to that specific Kamen Rider's origin. As the
series progresses, the Rider often learns more about the monsters in the series, other Kamen
Riders or the origin of his powers. Early Kamen Riders were generally based on grasshoppers
and other insects, but this practice has declined in the newer set of shows in favor of other
motifs. Usually referred to as Rider Machines , motorcycles are an integral part of the series.
Early Kamen Riders wore scarves along with their costumes, but this practice was dropped
after Kamen Rider Black until the appearance of Double. A trait shared among recent Kamen
Riders is their ability to change forms and become stronger versions of themselves. The first
power up appeared in Kamen Rider Stronger which was used by the title character. Since then,
every title Kamen Rider in the Heisei era has had at least one power up with Build having the
most with form combinations following by OOO with Heisei Riders on the other hand, starting
with Ryuki, are armored suits powered by magic, advanced technology or sometimes both.
Whereas all early Kamen Riders fought on the side of justice and peace, there have been
numerous Kamen Riders in the Heisei era that have fought for personal reasons such as greed,
revenge and the personal enjoyment of battle. Because of this, recent Kamen Riders have
become less eager to immediately join the battle of justice. The one thing that all Riders have in
common is the fact that their powers are all linked to the series' villains in one way or another.
Combat techniques generally remain somewhat consistent between series. The " Rider Kick "
has become known as the signature attack for Kamen Riders. Other variations include the Rider
Chop and Rider Punch. In , a new series was broadcast, produced by brothers Michael and
Steve Wang. In , Saban presented the brand Power Rider , but lost interest in the property and
abandoned the license for it in Dex, prince of the planet Edenoi, is granted the ancient Masked
Rider powers from his grandfather to protect them from the evil Count Dregon who wants to use
them to take over the universe. Dex finds his way to Earth where he lives with the Stewart
family, while protecting the planet from Dregon's attacks. Xaviax begins seeking out corrupt
humans on the Earth to give them the Advent Decks of Kamen Riders he has defeated in battle
to act as his subordinates. While the series was cancelled before it finished its run, it later won
the first Daytime Emmy for Outstanding Stunt Coordination at the 37th Daytime Emmy Awards.
The series was also exported back to Japan where it was shown on Toei's pay-per-view channel
and later shown on TV Asahi. Air in late to after the finale of Build. In the year , the world has
fallen under the tyrannical rule of Ohma Zi-O, a powerful demon king with the powers of the past
Kamen Riders. For years the resistance has attempted to fight back but to no avail. A young
warrior named Geiz goes back in time to in an attempt to kill Ohma Zi-O's younger self, Sougo
Tokiwa in order to bring peace to his timeline, however fellow Resistance member Tsukuyomi
also followed him back to stop him from killing Sougo. Now realizing his destiny, Sougo

attempts to defy it by becoming a good demon king through kindness, although Geiz gets
friendly with him, he will stop at nothing to make sure Sougo does not become the evil Ohma
Zi-O. The Heisei era, however, explored other insects and sometimes even more extreme motifs
such as other animals, the Greek alphabet, Card suits, musical instruments and vehicles. The
Kamen Rider franchise has been parodied in various productions, both in and outside of Japan.
One of the main trademarks being parodied is the Kamen Rider henshin pose. In anime, various
aspects of Kamen Rider are noticeable. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an
account? Start a Wiki. Do you like this video? Main Page. Showa Series. Heisei Series. Heisei
Series Phase 2. Reiwa Series. Logo Logo present. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. Aired from to and
ran for 98 episodes, making it the longest series to date. This series set up many themes that
are still used today. This series followed the battles of the first two Kamen Riders against
Shocker and later Gel Shocker. Aired from to and ran for 52 episodes. This series followed Shiro
Kazami on his quest to gain revenge against Destron, the group that murdered his family. Later
on, Riderman, the fourth Kamen Rider is introduced as the first long term anti-hero Kamen
Rider. The original two Kamen Riders also make various appearances over the course of the
series to help Shiro. Aired in and ran for 35 episodes. Many of the monsters Kamen Rider X
faced were based on Greek mythology and later on various animals and historic figures. Aired
from to and ran with just 24 episodes - making it the shortest Kamen Rider series to date.
Daisuke Yamamoto, an orphan lost in the Amazon has grown up with an Amazon tribe and lead
a peaceful life until his tribe was attacked by Gorgos. Before dying, his tribe elder turned
Daisuke into Kamen Rider Amazon. This was the first Kamen Rider not to use a belt to
transform. This was also the first series not to have any previous Kamen Riders appear,
although Amazon meets his seniors in the next series. Kamen Rider Stronger. Aired in and ran
for 39 episodes. This was intended to be the final Kamen Rider series. Shigeru Jou joins Black
Satan after the murder of his best friend and mentor. Knowing the organization to be the
culprits, he allows himself to undergo an operation that changes him into Kamen Rider
Stronger. Later on, Black Satan is defeated and a new group known as Delza becomes the
series enemy. Stronger is later joined by Electronic Wave Humanoid Tackle, a female warrior
who later sacrifices herself to save Stronger from a powerful opponent. This was also the first
series to have a temporary power up for the main character. Kamen Rider Skyrider. Aired from
to and ran for 54 episodes. This was a revival of the franchise after four years off of broadcast.
Intended to be a remake of the original series, the idea was slowly phased out as references to
the past were made and senior Kamen Riders made guest appearances. Aired from to and ran
for 48 episodes. Wanting to become an astronaut, Kazuya Oki undergoes an operation that
allows him to survive in space. The area were he is operated in is attacked by the Dogma
Empire and Kamen Rider Super-1's peers are all killed. Super-1 has special gloves that allow for
different attack types. Birth of the 10th! Kamen Riders All Together!! The special shows his
meeting with three of his nine predecessors, after much of his story was told in the Kamen
Rider Spirits manga and a radio show. Aired from to and ran for 51 episodes. After being
kidnapped by the cult Gorgom on the night of their 19th birthday, stepbrothers Kotaro Minami
and Nobuhiko Akizuki are submitted to a mutant surgery with the purpose of becoming the
candidates to be the next Creation King. Kotaro escapes before the brainwashing, with help
from his foster father, and turned against Gorgom. He soon finds out the horrific truth from his
stepfather: Gorgom originally killed his true parents. Kamen Rider Black is the first Rider to not
wear a scarf which was synonymous with past Riders and Ishinomori's other works. Kamen
Rider Black RX. Aired from to and ran for 47 episodes. Refusing to join them, he is thrown out
into space where he undergoes a change becoming Kamen Rider Black RX. Shin Kamen Rider:
Prologue. Released in and celebrated the 20th anniversary of Kamen Rider. Kamen Rider Shin
was more similar to the original designs for Kamen Rider. Aired from to and ran for 49 episodes.
Yuusuke Godai finds an ancient artifact that allows him to transform into Kamen Rider Kuuga to
battle the Grongi forces, while deciphering the relationship between Kuuga and the Grongi. This
was the first series to feature more than one Kamen Rider as the main character at the same
time. Shoichi Tsugami has lost his memories, he lives with a foster family and fights against the
Unknown as Kamen Rider Agito. Looking for the origin of his power and his lost memories, this
series follows Kamen Rider Agito, G3, and Gills who deal with the Unknown and learn the true
nature behind Agito. Aired from to and ran for 50 episodes. Shinji Kido, a reporter, finds his way
into a parallel world that exists within reflective surfaces. In this parallel world, Shinji forms a
contract with a creature known as a Mirror Monster, allowing him to transform into Kamen Rider
Ryuki and join a tournament with twelve other Kamen Riders who are fighting to be granted a
single wish. A strange new form of humanity known as the Orphnoch, who are people who have
mysteriously been brought back to life, begin to appear and in Kyushu. Young man Takumi Inui

crosses paths with Mari Sonoda who is being chased by an Orphnoch enforcer of the Smart
Brain Organization, and he uses the device she stole from them to transform into Kamen Rider
Faiz. Inui is unwittingly drafted into the fight against Smart Brain, who are trying to eliminate
mankind in favor of the Orphnoch race, along with a group of rogue Orphnoch and two other
Kamen Riders who see Faiz as their enemy. Kazuma Kenzaki is hired by the mysterious BOARD
organization to combat the Undead, a series of 52 creatures who ten thousand years ago fought
between each other in what was known as the Battle Royale to determine the dominant species
on the Earth. They were all sealed away by an Undead known as the Joker until archaeologists
in the present day undo the seal. As Kamen Rider Blade, Kenzaki must end the new Battle
Royale by sealing away the Undead once more, cementing humanity as the dominant species,
and is joined by three other Kamen Riders in the fight. Throughout Japanese history, there have
been people who undergo intense training to use the purity of sound to transform into beings
known as Oni to battle monstrous creatures known as the Makamou. Asumu Adachi, a student
ready to transfer into high school, is unsure as to how he should proceed in his life when he
meets a man only known as Hibiki, one of the Oni. Hibiki takes Asumu under his wing and trains
him in the way of the Oni in the fight against the Makamou, joining fellow Oni Ibuki, Todoroki,
and Zanki and their apprentices. Soji Tendo has been training his entire life to be the recipient
of a device known as the Kabuto Zecter that allows him to transform into Kamen Rider Kabuto.
The ZECT organization initially developed the technology to combat the aliens known as the
Worms who came to Earth on a meteor that struck in Shibuya in , but have been hiding in plain
sight ever since. Ryotaro Nogami is a young man with incredibly bad luck who one day is
possessed by a mysterious creature known as an Imagin and discovers the Rider Pass, a device
that enables him to transform into Kamen Rider Den-O. When the Rider Pass's owner Hana
approaches him, they are attacked by another Imagin, one who comes from a possible future to
who grant wishes to weakwilled humans in order to go back further in time to change the past
to favor the Imagin's own future. Hana has Ryotaro transform, and the Imagin who possessed
him takes pity on him and offers to take over his body and fight in his place. Ryotaro joins Hana,
the Imagin Momotaros, and the crew of the DenLiner, which soon includes other Imagin who
open contracts with Ryotaro, to protect the flow of time so the future of humanity remains as
the one true future. Wataru Kurenai is a young man who transforms into Kamen Rider Kiva to
fight the vampiric Fangire Race in the year , while dealing with the Wonderful Blue Sky
Organization who sees Kiva as a threat. Otoya Kurenai is a violin virtuoso and Wataru's father
who encounters the Fangire in the year and assists the Wonderful Blue Sky Organization in
their fight with the Fangire. The actions Otoya takes in the past in regards to the Fangire affect
how Wataru must deal with the same Fangire in the present. Aired in after the finale of Kiva and
was billed as the 10th anniversary of the Heisei Rider Series, lasting for only 31 episodes.
Tsukasa Kadoya is a photographer with no memory of his past and whose photos never turn
out quite right. When dimensional portals open up, trapping his only friend Natsumi Hikari with
the various monsters other Kamen Riders have faced, she finds the Decade Driver which
Tsukasa instinctively uses to transform into Kamen Rider Decade, a being Natsumi has seen in
her nightmares. While the world seems to collapse around him, everything freezes and he is
approached by Wataru Kurenai who tells him that the multiverse is collapsing, and this world
will be destroyed unless he travels to the worlds of the other Kamen Riders and fix them in
order to prevent the destruction of every world. However, the mysterious Narutaki disseminates
rumors throughout the other realities that Tsukasa will be the destroyer of all worlds, causing
the Kamen Riders to turn on him. Eventually, it's revealed that Decade's role as the destroyer
and connector of worlds, as Tsukasa would destroy the Riders he would connect the other
worlds preventing their collapse and does anything he is needed for as a hero or a villain to
finish the Rider's story. Aired in late to following the finale of Decade. Shotaro Hidari is a private
investigator in the ecologically-minded city of Fuuto who works with his partner Philip to
investigate crimes that involve users of Gaia Memories which transform them into monstrous
beings known as Dopants. Shotaro and Philip have their own set of Gaia Memories that they use
in conjunction with the Double Driver belt, with Philip's mind traveling into Shotaro's body to
fight as Kamen Rider Double. With their landlord and daughter of their mentor Akiko Narumi,
Shotaro and Philip protect Fuuto all while discovering more about the past that Philip cannot
remember. Aired in late to following the finale of W. Eiji Hino is unwillingly drafted by a being
known as Ankh to be his guard in the fight amongst the Greeed, monsters whose powers stem
from mystical coins known as Core Medals. When they awoke, several of their Core Medals
were missing; Ankh having lost most and thus stole some from his kin. As the Greeed hunt
down their Core Medals, they use Cell Medals to create monsters called Yummy to produce
more Cell Medals to sustain their incomplete bodies. However, a third party is also after the
Medals for mysterious reasons in the form of the mysterious Kougami Foundation. Aired in late

to following the finale of OOO. The series has a spaceflight motif and is intended to
commemorate the 50th anniversary of Yuri Gagarin 's and mankind's first flight into space as
well as the 40th anniversary of the Kamen Rider Series. After he meets with childhood friend
Yuki Jojima, and runs afoul of her friend Kengo Utahoshi, a monster known as a Zodiarts
attacks. Yuki convinces Kengo to begrudingly allow Gentaro to assist them in their fight, even
as Gentaro transforms the lunar base they can transport to into the headquarters for a Kamen
Rider Club to gather friends and supporters in the fight. Aired in late to following the finale of
Fourze. The series is based on magic. When Haruto Soma is used as a sacrifice for a ritual,
mysterious demons called Phantoms appear, attacking humans to increase their numbers; a
mysterious girl, Koyomi, unaffected by the Phantoms, saves him. Haruto then transforms into
Kamen Rider Wizard to save people from despair caused by the Phantoms, supported by
Koyomi, his apprentice Shunpei Nara, police officer Rinko Daimon, the Rings' creator Shigeru
Wajima, and later on a mysterious agent named Masanori Kizaki. Aired in late to following the
finale of Wizard. To escape this feeling, young people throughout the city have formed dance
crews to bring joy back into their lives. Also popular is a game that uses Lockseeds that contain
small animals known as Inves that are said to come from another dimension. However, as this
game becomes more and more popular, it seems to be causing tears in reality to an actual
alternate dimension from which monsters are invading the Earth. Kouta Kazuraba, who gives up
time in his dance crew to start a job to help out his sister, uses a special Lockseed in his
Sengoku Driver belt to transform into Kamen Rider Gaim to battle these monsters, but he must
also contend with other rival Kamen Riders, transforming a fight against monsters from another
dimension into a Kamen Rider warring states period. Aired in late to following the finale of
Gaim. Mysterious incidents known as "Density Shift" or "Slowdown" are caused by monsters
called Roidmudes, rogue AIs that steal people's identities. During these periods, time is dilated
for normal people and makes them sluggish and heavy, leaving the Roidmudes free to cause
havoc. Ace cop Shinnosuke Tomari severely injured his partner Hayase during by accident
during one of these incidents, making him lose all motivation for his work. Demoted and
transferred to a special investigations unit, he finds out six months later about Shift Cars,
sentient toy cars that grant him special powers and allow him to move normally during
Slowdown. With the help of the Drive Driver Mr. Aired in late to after the finale of Drive. This
series ran through the 45th anniversary of the franchise in However, much like OOO it will not
be counted as the official anniversary show, as that title will fall to its eventual successor. A
young ghost hunter named Takeru Tenkuji is killed on his 18th birthday by an evil spirit called a
Ganma after receiving an item called a Ghost Eyecon from his late father. A mysterious hermit
spirit offers Takeru a second chance at life by finding the 15 Eyecons of legendary heroes in 99
days, or he will die permanently. He then gives him the Ghost Driver to become a Kamen Rider
to battle the evil Ganma with the help of a little spirit called Yurusen. As Ghost, Takeru must
protect the lives and innocence of humans from the corruption of the Ganma while trying to find
Eyecons to restore his own life. Aired in late to after the finale of Ghost. The series was also
part of the 45th anniversary celebration for part of the year. The series revolves around a trio of
doctors who must fight a mutated computer virus called the Bugster virus using video game
themed equipment to become Kamen Riders to save the lives of patients infected with the
disease. Aired in late to after the finale of Ex-Aid. However when the Box was activated, it
caused a three-way wall known as the Sky Wall to emerge from the grounds of Earth and
divided the country of Japan into three, Hokuto, Touto, and Seito. During present day, an
amnesiac genius physicist named Sento Kiryu secretly operates as Kamen Rider Build while
fighting alongside Ryuga Banjou, a prison escapee, and Misora, a girl who purifies his
Fullbottles in order to unlock the secrets of Pandora's Box and eventually his own memories.
Kamen Rider Zero-One. Aired in late to after the finale of Zi-O. Japan has entered a new era.
Hiden Intelligence, the country's most thriving technology company that specializes in artificial
intelligence AI , has developed a way to utilize these A. These virtually identical humanoid
androids have become a staple in everyday life, to the general public as well as the private
sectors. After his grandfather's death, a young but failing stage comedian bears witness to
several terrorist attacks orchestrated by MetsubouJinrai. Aired in late after the finale of
Zero-One. Long ago, an ancient sect of swordsmen protected the Book of Ancients that had
transcribed everything known to man. However, they were betrayed by one of their own, who
tried to take the book for himself and joined the Megid. Fast forward to present day, a young but
amnesiac novelist Touma Kamiyama interprets his lost memories of the Wonder World through
his writing. One day as the Megid appeared and caused portions of the city to disappear, Touma
decided to harness the power of Kaenken Rekka and write an ending to this story. Kamen Rider
The First. Premiered in It is a reimagining of the original Kamen Rider show, and adds a touch of
romance to the story. Kamen Rider The Next. Premiered in as a sequel to The First. It is a

reimagining of Kamen Rider V3, and replaces the romance of the previous movie with horror. It
is exclusive to Amazon Prime. The first season premiered on April 1, and the second season
premiered on April 7, This page uses content from Wikipedia. The original article was at Kamen
Rider Series. The list of authors can be seen in the page history. JetBrains Rider helps you
define, control, and apply naming style for symbols in your code. Naming style is implemented
as a set of rules, each of which targets specific identifiers with the set of constraints for
example, a rule can target static private readonly fields. Each rule can have one or more
associated styles that define suffixes, prefixes, capitalization of compound words, and so on.
These rules are taken into account when JetBrains Rider produces new code with code
completion and code generation features, applies code templates and performs refactorings.
JetBrains Rider also helps you detect and fix violations of naming rules. If necessary, the
automatic checkup of naming rules can be configured or disabled. Out of the box, JetBrains
Rider provides a naming rule for each type of identifier. These rules are based on the Microsoft
Naming Guidelines ,. Note that there is no strict correspondence between JetBrains Rider
naming-rule defaults and any of the above mentioned guidelines. If your personal preferences
or company standards differ from JetBrains Rider defaults, you can configure the naming style
in a flexible way: for each type of identifier you can choose capitalization rules, prefixes and
suffixes, variations for different access rights, abbreviations to preserve, and more. Your
naming style preferences are saved using the mechanism of layer-based settings. Among other
things, this mechanism allows you to maintain different preferences for different solutions as
well as to keep these preferences under a VCS and automatically share them with your team
members. If the existing style is acceptable, but you would like to allow other styles for this rule,
click Add. When there are several styles for a single rule, JetBrains Rider does not detect code
style violation if a corresponding symbol name matches at least one of these styles. Otherwise
JetBrains Rider detects a code style violation and suggests renaming the symbol according to
the default style the first style in the list. To change the default style, use Move Up and Move
Down buttons. To configure a specific style, select it in the list and configure prefix, suffix, and
choose a naming style. To remove an unnecessary style, select it in the list and click Remove. If
necessary, you can disable detection of code style violations associated with this rule, allowing
JetBrains Rider to detect other code style violations. To do so, clear the Enable inspections
checkbox. Click Save in the dialog to apply the modifications and let JetBrains Rider choose
where to save them, or save the modifications to a specific settings layer using the Save To list.
For more information, see Layer-Based Settings. If you use EditorConfig to maintain code styles
for your project, you can also configure naming rules from. You can also export naming styles
that you already configured in JetBrains Rider settings to an. Naming style settings in. File
masks specified in. Sometimes you may want to use uppercase abbreviations acronyms in
CamelCase symbol names. By default, JetBrains Rider detects it as inconsistent camel casing
and reports a problem:. In this case, you can configure the list of abbreviations to be ignored by
the naming style inspection. It is important to note that uppercase abbreviations should not
contradict the naming style defined for specific kind of identifier. Choose Inspection
'Inconsistent Naming' Add [abbreviation] to the abbreviations list if necessary, you can select
where to save this preference. JetBrains Rider uses the 'Inconsistent Naming' code inspection
to detect violations of naming rules in your code. By default, this inspection is always applied
during the design-time code inspection and highlights the detected violations as warnings in
the editor. For example, according to the default style, names of interfaces should have 'I'
prefix. If an interface name does not match this rule, JetBrains Rider highlights this name and
informs you about the problem when you hover the mouse over it:. If you want to find naming
style violations beyond the current file, you can run the 'Inconsistent Naming' inspection in the
project or in the entire solution. Choose Inspection 'Inconsistent Naming' Find similar issues in
file and then select the desired scope. All found naming style violations will be displayed in the
Inspection Results window. For most of the naming style violations highlighted in the editor,
JetBrains Rider suggests a quick-fix with a conforming name. Automatic correction of naming
style violations can also be performed in the current file, project or solution using the fix in
scope feature. However, if the symbol with the calculated conforming name already exists in the
same namespace, the quick-fix is not suggested. You can fix the naming of such symbol with
the Rename refactoring. If you do not want JetBrains Rider to check naming style in the existing
codebase, you can either disable the code inspection that is responsible for it, or disable the
automatic checkup of a specific rule. However, even if the automatic checkup is disabled, all
naming rules will be respected when JetBrains Rider helps you produce new code with code
completion, generation, refactorings, and templates. In the Edit Rule Settings dialog that opens,
clear the Enable inspections checkbox. If you check out a solution from a public repo or
temporarily join a team where a different code naming style is established, you will probably

want to follow naming rules in this solution but in ths same time not to change your globally
configured naming rules. JetBrains Rider will handle such situations automatically â€” when
you open a new solution where symbol naming differs from your global settings, it will detect
the naming rules that diverge from your global settings, modify these rules accordingly, and
then save the modified rules to the 'Solution personal' settings layer. If this happens when you
open a new solution, JetBrains Rider will show a notification in the editor:. On this settings
page, the rules that were changed based on the solution code are highlighted with yellow. If you
want to use JetBrains Rider's default naming rules or configure naming style in your own way,
clear the Use auto-detected rules checkbox. Naming Style JetBrains Rider helps you define,
control, and apply naming style for symbols in your code. Configure naming rules Out of the
box, JetBrains Rider provides a naming rule for each type of identifier. Select the desired rule in
the list on the left. On the right of the page, check the existing style for the rule. Use
EditorConfig to configure naming rules If you use EditorConfig to maintain code styles for your
project, you can also configure naming rules from. Ignore uppercase abbreviations that conflict
with a CamelCase naming style Sometimes you may want to use uppercase abbreviations
acronyms in CamelCase symbol names. By default, JetBrains Rider detects it as inconsistent
camel casing and reports a problem: In this case, you can configure the list of abbreviations to
be ignored by the naming style inspection. Add an abbreviation to the ignore list In the editor,
set the caret at a highlighted symbol that uses the abbreviation in its name. For more
information, see Layer-Based Settings Detect and fix violations of naming rules JetBrains Rider
uses the 'Inconsistent Naming' code inspection to detect violations of naming rules in your
code. If an interface name does not match this rule, JetBrains Rider highlights this name and
informs you about the problem when you hover the mouse over it: If you want to find naming
style violations beyond the current file, you can run the 'Inconsistent Naming' inspection in the
project or in the entire solution. Find naming style violations in a specific scop
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e In the editor, set the caret at a highlighted symbol that has inconsistent naming. You can
double-click the detected problems to navigate to the code of the corresponding symbols.
Configure and disable automatic naming rules checkup If you do not want JetBrains Rider to
check naming style in the existing codebase, you can either disable the code inspection that is
responsible for it, or disable the automatic checkup of a specific rule. Use C naming rules from
existing code If you check out a solution from a public repo or temporarily join a team where a
different code naming style is established, you will probably want to follow naming rules in this
solution but in ths same time not to change your globally configured naming rules. If this
happens when you open a new solution, JetBrains Rider will show a notification in the editor:
You can click Undo to revert these modifications or Configure to open the corresponding
settings page Editor Code Style C Naming. Last modified: 05 January

